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Lisbon, 10 May 2018

Solid business performance driving increased operating profitability and
FCF growth, supportive of attractive shareholder remuneration.
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Operating Revenues grew by 0.7% yoy to 383 million euros with growth in telco reveneues of 0.9%;
EBITDA increased by 3% to 146.7 million euros with margin up by 0.9pp to 38.3%, reflecting focus
on cost efficiency;
Net Income before associates increased 45.4% to 39.8 million euros in 1Q18;
Total CAPEX was 87.7 million euros, similar to 1Q17, combining higher spend on strategic network
projects as guided and less investment on customer acquisition;
Total FCF Before Dividends and Disposals in 1Q18 grew by 12.6% to 37.8 million euros reflecting
improved operating profitability and financial discipline and supportive of attractive and
sustainable shareholder remuneration;
Solid RGU growth of 3.3% to 9.454 million;
Mobile subscribers grew by 4.8% yoy to 4.7 million reaching more than 24.8% market share;
Fixed access Pay TV subs up 1.5% in 1Q18 to 1.295 million, representing 32% penetration of NGN
footprint;
Network sharing agreement at early stages of implementation and set to accelerate in 2H18,
driving momentum in fixed access customers.

Operational Review

Solid operating performance
RGUs grew by 3.3% yoy to 9.454 million in 1Q18, reflecting a combination of 4.8% growth in mobile
subscribers to 4.703 million, of 4.2% in fixed broadband subs, 1.3% in fixed voice and 1.5% in Fixed Pay TV
subs. FttH rollout in 1Q18 was relatively small and is only set to start having a more visible impact towards
the second half of the year.
Convergence is still the core driver of growth with almost half of our customers subscribing to fixed and
mobile convergent bundles in 1Q18. Convergent customers increased 6% yoy to 739.6 thousand, almost
49% of the fixed subscriber base, an additional 2.2 percentage points over last year.
We continue to see strong take-up in mobile services with 30.6 thousand net adds, close to the levels of
1Q17. This increase combined strong growth of 52.6 thousand in contract services and a decline in prepaid cards of 22.1 thousand reflecting the seasonally weaker start to the year for pre-paid services. The
proportion of our customers taking contract services continues to post material growth reaching 56.3% in
1Q18, up from 54.7% last year. Our total share of mobile subscribers continues to expand reaching 24.8%
according to the latest available market data.
Fixed access Pay TV subscribers grew by 2.8 thousand in 1Q18 to 1.295 million reflecting a solid
performance given the lack of relevant network expansion in the quarter which has been a driver of net
growth in past years. Churn in the fixed customer base has returned to more normalized levels after the
market wide remedies imposed in June 2017 by the regulator around price increase communication
procedures. Within the total pay TV base of 1.615 million subscribers, those served by satellite declined to
319.6 thousand due primarily to fixed NGN rollout becoming available in more new geographies and
subsequent migration from satellite to superior fixed access platforms.
Residential ARPU was 44.3 euros in 1Q18, sequentially higher than in 4Q17. The marginal decline in
comparison with 1Q17 is explained by the fact that we did not implement an across the board price
increase in 2018, leading to a more challenging yoy comparison.
In B2B we remain focused on protecting our revenue base and expanding the perimeter of services we
provide with particular emphasis on IT and data service management. The conclusion of our new data
centre investment at the end of 2017 has significantly increased available capacity and bolstered our
next generation cloud management platforms to facilitate provisioning and self-service solutions. We
position ourselves as a partner for transformation for the companies we address, providing reliable and
responsive telecom solutions and complementing them with value added services, which go beyond the
realm of traditional telecommunications. To identify a few examples of technological and service
innovation: we have gained significant traction in areas related with IT security operations management,
remotely managing critical areas of IT security for core accounts and increasing the degree of
involvement with our customers; we are pursuing a number of innovative IoT solutions, in particular the
landmark smart electricity metering project; data analytics projects tailored for our customers’ businesses
and for specific sectors. In the smaller business segment we have simplified our range of products and
services whilst pursuing a more segmented approach, leveraging the experience gained from
addressing larger corporate accounts, focusing on market relevant innovation and development to help
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our customers optimize their communication and IT functions and exploit amongst others, the clear
opportunities for virtualization that will drive improved service levels and efficiency.
Investing to secure long term competitiveness
Our core technological investment projects underway are progressing well. We have completed the
upgrade of our HFC network to Docsis 3.1 enabling provision of 1Gbps download speeds across the
entire footprint. In mobile, the investment we are doing is designed primarily to increase capacity,
network flexibility and efficiency, and to deliver the best possible quality of service. We are rearranging
our network to a single RAN architecture replacing existing radio equipment with the most modern
technology to support a smooth 5G evolution as and when required. In fixed, we have taken first steps to
rollout further greenfield locations and started the dark fibre network swap with Vodafone as agreed in
September 2017 however the pace of household exchange is only set to pick up during the latter half of
the year.
We are dedicating significant time and management resources to a company wide long term
transformation programme which, over the next 3-5 years is set to deliver significant improvements in
organizational agility, customer satisfaction and ultimately operating efficiency and profitability.
Simplification, digitalization and automation are central enablers of many of the projects identified, the
ultimate goal being end to end improvement in customer experience and organizational efficiency.
After an extensive evaluation and planning process which identified a total of approximately 60 project
streams, we started work on close to 20, some of which have already started to be implemented. An
example of a project that has already gone live is the full digitalization of our retail outlets, 185 in total,
with all in store processes becoming completely paperless, making them more secure, faster and
effective. Resorting to new systems and mobile devices, the in-store digitalization project covers areas
ranging from document validation, archive virtualization and digital signatures and communication and
has already produced material improvements in customer satisfaction and service levels.

Cinema and Audiovisuals
Central to our brand positioning as the leading entertainment and communications provider in Portugal,
our cinema and audiovisuals division continued to post a solid operating performance in 1Q18, albeit
reflecting the worldwide decline in cinema spectators.
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In 1Q18, NOS’ Cinema ticket sales posted a yoy decrease of 4.9% to 2.184 million tickets, reflecting the
negative performance of the market as a whole which declined by 5.6% [1], due to fewer blockbuster box
office hits during the quarter. Average revenue per ticket improved by 1.5% yoy to 4.9 euros in 1Q18. The
most successful films exhibited in 1Q18 were “Fifty Shades Freed”, “Black Panther”, “The Post”, “Jumanji:
Welcome to the Jungle” and “Tomb Raider”. NOS’ gross box-office revenues decreased by 3.6% in 1Q18,
which compares with a 3.8% yoy decline for the market as a whole. NOS continues to maintain its leading
market position, with a market share of 60.6% in terms of gross revenues in 1Q18. In the Audiovisuals arena,
NOS distributed 5 of the top 10 cinema box-office hits in 1Q18, including the top 3, “Fifty Shades Freed”,
“Black Panther”, “The Post”, “Tomb Raider” and “The Commuter”, therefore maintaining its leadership
position in Cinema Distribution with a 60.9% market share of gross revenues in 1Q18.

[1]

Source: ICA – Portuguese Institute For Cinema and Audiovisuals
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Consolidated Financial Statements

Consolidated Income Statement
The following Consolidated Financial Statements have been subject to limited review.
As from 1Q18, NOS’ accounts are reported applying IFRS15, primarily affecting the discosure of revenues
and costs related to contracts. Restated values for the corresponding periods in 2017 are presented in
this report and are the basis for all comparisions made. A new reporting model has been adopted,
impacting revenue and OPEX segmentation. For a transition period, in order to make first time
comparisons easier, NOS’ P&L is also presented in the old reporting format (excluding the IFRS 15 impact)
in Table 16. in Appendix II.
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Revenues
Consolidated Revenues grew by 0.7% yoy to 383 million euros reflecting a deceleration yoy due to the
already anticipated slowdown in RGU growth and the tougher yoy comparison due to the fact that we
did not implement a price increase at the start of 2018, contrary to the previous year.
The effects mentioned above were reflected in particular in the residential and small business segment.
Consumer revenues grew by 0.5% yoy to 240.1 million euros in 1Q18, with flat yoy residential revenues
being offset by stronger growth in stand alone mobile revenues, reflecting primarily the higher average
subscriber base, particularly in the youth segment with our WTF tariff plans, and a more supportive price
environment for personal mobile services.
Business and Wholesale revenues grew 6.2%, to 109 million euros led by another quarter of strong yoy
growth in the wholesale and large corporate businesses. As mentioned above, small and mid sized
business revenues were also negatively impacted by the challenging price comparision with the previous
year and additional pressure from backbook re-pricing in the aftermath of the regulatory impact last
summer.
Audiovisuals and Cinema revenues declined by 9% yoy to 27.2 million euros, a decline explained primarily
by the weaker operating environment as discussed above impacting both cinema revenues and
audiovisuals distribution. In addition, audiovisuals revenues reflect the renegotiation of the value of
content contracts to Angola at the end of 2017 driven by the still challenging macroeconomic
environment. The value of the contract revision was partially offset by a similar reduction in the cost of the
content distributed.
OPEX
To better understand the main cost aggregates and assess the long term opportunity for OPEX
efficiencies, we have adjusted the way we report our main cost items. The first aggregate, “Direct Costs”,
incorporates all those directly related to subscription and traffic growth, the main components being
interconnection, programming, royalties, and cost of goods sold. “Commercial and Customer related
costs” include costs incurred to serve customers and directly support our commercial activity, namely
advertising, store rentals, commercial outsourcing, costs related with call centres and customer care,
billing and some installation related service costs. Finally “Operating and Structure costs” include all
others not included in the previous aggregates. The work underway within the context of our long term
transformational project is targeting opportunities to become a more agile and efficient operation,
aiming to simplify and digitalize processes wherever possible, as a means of increasing customer
satisfaction and ultimately reduce costs. The main addressable aggregates are commercial and other
operating and structure costs, in addition to some potential opportunities for savings in customer related
investments.
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Consolidated EBITDA increased by 3% to 146.7 million euros in 1Q18, representing a 0.9 percentage point
uptick in margin to 38.3%. Core Telco EBITDA grew by 4.4% to 135.7 million euros, driving a more significant
1.2 percentage point increase in EBITDA margin in 1Q18 to 37.1%. The audiovisuals and cinema EBITDA fell
to 11 million euros led by the weaker topline performance as explained above, which was not entirely
compensated by an equivalent adjustment in operating costs.
Total operating costs fell by 0.7% in 1Q18 to 236.3 million euros, reflecting a combination of increased
direct costs which was more than offset by a reduction in other cost lines demonstrating increased
efficiency and operating leverage.
Direct cost growth of 3.6% to 125.8 million euros was primarily driven by increased levels of traffic related
costs and marginally higher programming costs yoy. Commercial and Customer related costs fell by 7.7%
yoy to 29.2 million euros reflecting primarily the slower commercial activity in comparison with last year.
Operating and Structure Costs also posted a yoy decline of 4.3% led by a combination of general savings
and efficiencies.
Depreciation and Amortization increased by 6.9% yoy to 107.1 million euros. The major mobile investment
project initiated in 2017 to modernize the network has led to significant impairments of existing
equipment.
As a result of the increase in EBITDA and a non-recurrent positive contribution from a legal settlement in
favour of NOS regarding a pending regulatory dispute over operator termination rate charges, EBIT
increased by 33.3% to 51.8 million euros, 13.5% as a proportion of revenues.
Net Income before associates and non-controlling interests grew by 45.4% to 39.8 million euros,
benefitting from the aforementioned increase in EBIT. Net financial expenses were marginally lower yoy
at 6.2 million euros reflecting lower interest charges led by the continued improvement in average cost of
debt as dicussed ahead in the section on capital structure and a one-off correction in lease charges in
1Q17 impacting the yoy comparison. Share of results of associates contributed negatively to results in
1Q18 explained almost entirely by the impact of a 30% currency devaluation in Angola, in January 2018.
The increase in tax provision in 1Q18 was led by the higher level of Earnings before Tax and Associates
and a higher effective tax rate due to a timing differential when recognizing deferred taxes.
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CAPEX

Total CAPEX amounted to 87.7 million euros in 1Q18, representing 22.9% of sales, in line with 1Q17.
Telco CAPEX increased 5% to 80.8 million euros (22% of telco sales) reflecting a combination of significant
growth in technical CAPEX partially offset by a large decline in customer related CAPEX. As guided, the
various investment projects underway to develop both our mobile and fixed networks is leading to a
peak in technical CAPEX levels. Within technical CAPEX, the lion’s share of the increase is reflected in the
increase in network expansion, substitution and integration projects which almost doubled to 18.2 million
euros (Docsis 3.1 upgrade, single RAN upgrade and initial investment in FttH expansion). Helping to
mitigate the increase in technical CAPEX, Customer related CAPEX declined by 21.5% to 32.2 million
euros, down to 8.8% of telco sales, as was to be expected with slower commercial activity driving less
investment in customer acquisition. On the Cinema and Audiovisuals front, the decline in CAPEX is
explained primarily by the weaker operating environment in 1Q18 and the aforementioned renegotiation
of content contracts, resulting in less investment in movie rights.
Cash Flow
FCF before dividends and disposals (adjusting for the sale of the Optimus network to Vodafone in 1Q17)
increased by 12.6% to 37.8 million euros, reflecting consistent improvement in operating profitability and
financial discipline, supportive of attractive and sustainable shareholder remuneration. As a percentage
of revenues, EBITDA-CAPEX grew 0.7pp yoy to 15.4%, 59.1 million euros. Other cash items recorded
interesting savings yoy, namely with cash restructuring payments almost halved at 2.7 million euros and a
20.2% decline in interest payments. The positive cash tax recorded in 1Q18 was due to a one-off recovery
of withholding tax payments.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet

Capital Structure and Funding
At the end of 1Q18, Net Financial Debt stood at 1,050.4 million euros.
Total financial debt was 1,052.7 million euros, which was offset with a cash and short-term investment
position on the balance sheet of 2.3 million euros. At the end of 1Q18, NOS also had 245 million euros of
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unissued commercial paper programmes. The all-in average cost of NOS’ Net Financial Debt stood at
2.0% for 1Q18, which compares with 2.1% in 1Q17 and 1.9% in 4Q17.
Net Financial Gearing was 48.1% at the end of 1Q18 and Net Financial Debt / EBITDA (last 4 quarters)
now stands at 1.8x. The average maturity of NOS’ Net Financial Debt at the end of 1Q18 was 2.7 years.
Taking into account the loans issued at a fixed rate, the interest rate hedging operations in place, and
the negative interest rate environment, as at 31 March 2018, the proportion of NOS’ issued debt paying
interest at a fixed rate is approximately 80%.
In March 2018, we received our first long term corporate credit rating and were assigned investment
grade rating by Standard & Poor´s Global Ratings (BBB-) and FitchRatings (BBB) with a Stable Outlook
from both agencies.

Subsequent events
Leveraging our investment grade credit rating assignment, in April 2018 we launched an inaugural public
bond issue for 300 million euros, further executing on our funding strategy to diversify sources of funds,
extend average debt maturity and continue to reduce the average cost of debt. The purpose of this
bond issue is to refinance existing debt and for other general corporate purposes.
The bond is listed on the regulated Luxembourg Stock Exchange and has a 5 year maturity at an annual
fixed coupon rate of 1.125%, corresponding to a 5-year mid swap rate, plus a 0.75% spread, with
settlement on 2 May 2018. Demand for this new issue was high reaching close to 1,200 million euros with
participation from a significant number of high quality investors, reflecting our strong credit profile.
Also in April 2018, we announced the early redemption, at par value, of the 175 million euros floating rate
notes due September 2020, which took place on 4 May 2018 with payment of principal of 175 million
euros and interest payment of 449,409.72 euros.
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Table 16. has been provided to facilitate comparisons with the previous accounting standards and
reporting format, for a transition period of one quarter only. It will no longer be included as from 2Q18.
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Disclaimer

This presentation contains forward looking information, including statements which constitute forward
looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These
statements are based on the current beliefs and assumptions of our management and on information
available to management only as of the date such statements were made. Forward-looking statements
include: (a) information concerning strategy, possible or assumed future results of our operations,
earnings, industry conditions, demand and pricing for our products and other aspects of our business,
possible or future payment of dividends and share buyback program; and (b) statements that are
preceded by, followed by or include the words “believes”, “expects”, “anticipates”, “intends”, “is
confident”, “plans”, “estimates”, “may”, “might”, “could”, “would”, and the negatives of such terms or
similar expressions. These statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to factors,
risks and uncertainties that could cause the assumptions and beliefs upon which the forwarding looking
statements were based to substantially differ from the expectation predicted herein. These factors, risks
and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, changes in demand for the company’s services,
technological changes, the effects of competition, telecommunications sector conditions, changes in
regulation and economic conditions. Further, certain forward looking statements are based upon
assumptions as to future events that may not prove to be accurate. Therefore, actual outcomes and
results may differ materially from the plans, strategy, objectives, expectations, estimates and intentions
expressed or implied in such forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the
date they are made, and we do not undertake any obligation to update them in light of new
information or future developments or to provide reasons why actual results may differ. You are
cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. NOS is exempt from filing
periodic reports with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) pursuant to Rule
12g3-2(b) under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Under this exemption, NOS is required
to post on its website English language translations of certain information that it has made or is required
to make public in Portugal, has filed or is required to file with the regulated market Eurolist by Euronext
Lisbon or has distributed or is required to distribute to its security holders. This document is not an offer to
sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities.
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Enquiries

Chief Financial Officer: José Pedro Pereira da Costa
Phone: (+351) 21 799 88 19

Analysts/Investors: Maria João Carrapato
Phone: (+351) 21 782 47 25 / E-mail: ir@nos.pt

Press: Isabel Borgas / Irene Luis
Phone: (+351) 21 782 48 07 / E-mail: comunicacao.corporativa@nos.pt

Conference call and audio webcast scheduled for 12.00 (GMT+1) on 11 May 2018
Audio webcast available here
Conference ID: 1067893
Portugal Freephone Dial-in: +351 800 812 274
Portugal Local Dial-in: +351 213 180 030
UK Freephone Dial-in: +44 (0) 800 358 63 77
UK Local Dial-in: +44 (0) 330 336 91 05
US/Canada Freephone Dial-in: 888 394 82 18
US Local Dial-in: +1 646 828 81 93
A replay of the conference call is available as of 18.00 (GMT+1) on May 11 and may be
accessed using the same dial-in details.
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